**PANEL SIDING VENTILATION DETAIL**

**W/ COR-A-VENT STURDI-BATTEN™ & SV-3™**

- Crush resistant extruded polypropylene core
- Fluted airways provide maximum airflow
- Enhanced insect screen

**Detailed View**
- 1/2" thickness
- 7/16" lengths

**Cor-A-Vent SV-3**

**Framed Wall**
- W/ sheathing

**Sturdi-Batten**
- 3" length
- 7/16" thickness
- Detailed view

**Spacing Between Sturdi-Batten Per Siding Manufacturers Specs**

**Panel Siding**
- SIDING MUST BE NAILED THROUGH SV-3 AND THE STURDI-BATTEN INTO STRUCTURE BEHIND

**Foundation**

**NOTES**

- #15 felt paper or house wrap
- Manufacturing specs
- TBD
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